
A God 661 

Chapter 661: Encirclement and suppression of primordial stars 

Wang Yi's three major divine bodies have once again entered the universe, and the Youhai clone who 

stayed in the primitive universe to watch the house is watching Luo Feng's movements. 

Luo Feng confronted Venerable Tianhua of the Demon Race on Primordial Star, and with a single cut, 

Venerable Tianhua, the top cosmic overlord, lost nearly 10% of the divine body. After the news spread, 

he shocked the universe. 

Venerable Tianhua, if it weren’t for the high-level flying palace-like treasures to protect his life at a 

critical juncture, he might have fallen. 

And the three pinnacle tribes of Machine Race, Zerg Race, and Monster Race that failed to assassinate 

Luo Feng before learned of Luo Feng's combat power, and they were also shocked. 

After the three tribes discussed urgently, they united and decided to eradicate the threat of Luo Feng. 

The three clans were vigorous and vigorous this time, and an encirclement and suppression operation 

against Luo Feng began to take shape quickly. 

Each alliance sent the Lord of the Universe to the Primordial Star, so that Luo Feng had no return. 

Of course, the Hongmeng of Humanity would not sit idly by, but the Great Axe is not convenient to 

come over directly. Even if it comes, limited by the original universe, it is impossible for one person to 

deal with the strongest of the three races in the universe. 

Even with the addition of Chaos City Lord, it is still a four-to-two situation, which is not good for 

mankind. 

This time, the three major alliances of Monster Race, Machine Race, and Zerg Race are doing their best 

to deal with Luo Feng. Although the Lord of the Human Alliance and the Universe is willing to support 

him, he is restrained by the Three Race Alliance, and at most interferes with the layout of the three 

races, and wins for Luo Feng. A silver lining. 

Virtual universe, Hongmeng Hall. 

A group of masters of the universe from the Human Alliance gathered here to discuss matters on the 

Primordial Star. 

Support must be supported, but although Hongmeng is powerful, it is not as good as the three-ethnic 

alliance. What's more, Hongmeng couldn't gather all the power, and the number of masters of the 

universe that could be sent out was limited. 

Just like Wang Yi, his three divine bodies had just returned to the Universe Sea, and only one Youhai 

clone was sitting on Earth. 

However, the Hallmasters of the Hongmeng were not too worried, because they had heard from Wang 

Yi that Luo Feng had a powerful soul treasure, and he had a clone, it was unlikely that he would fall, and 

at most they would lose a few treasures. 
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In this case, Hongmeng did not need to sink too deep and break out a war with the three clans. 

"It is rumored that Luo Feng has the main power of the universe, so he should be sure to escape this 

disaster, right?" 

"The tribes united this time, deliberately trying to strangle the genius of our tribe, it is really hateful." 

Some masters of the universe frowned coldly. 

In fact, this is unavoidable. The four pinnacle races are adjacent to each other, and the territorial dispute 

is extremely cruel. It has become a common practice to fight each other. If there is a peerless genius on 

one side, other forces will tacitly suppress and kill them. 

Humans have done this kind of thing before, but now it is their turn to feel unhappy. 

The Lord of Chaos City sat on a seat at the highest point in front of the palace, looked down, and asked a 

black-haired and red-robed man: "Hunyuan, have you already reached the Primitive Star? Is there 

something wrong?" 

The Chaos City Lord had just broken through the strongest in the universe and couldn't separate himself 

from the Primordial Star. If he really appeared, he couldn't hide it. Looking at the strongest among the 

multiverse masters of the human race, only Wang Yi would be the most suitable. 

At least other universe masters want to stop him, not ten or eight are impossible. 

Wang Yi smiled and said, "I have arrived at Primordial Star, but Luo Feng's position keeps shifting. I think 

it will take some time to get to him." 

"As long as you control the time and space on the Primordial Star, at least you won't let the opposing 

cosmos lord restrict Luo Feng." Chaos City Lord said. "This time, we are all inseparable, and we mainly 

rely on you to rescue Luo Feng." 

"I know." Wang Yi nodded. However, I thought in my heart that Luo Feng has his support and the Xeon 

Supreme. Even the Lord of the fifth-order universe can stand up against him. There is nothing he can do 

with him. The Lord of the universe of the human race is just worried this time. 

Luo Feng's battle was for fame and deterrence, not for risk and fate. 

... 

And there are constant news from Primordial Stars. 

The three major ethnic groups sent more than ten masters of the universe into the primitive star to 

encircle and suppress Luofeng, and there may even be the strongest person in the universe who will 

come in person. 

The three major ethnic groups dispatched a large number of Universe Venerables to besiege. 

Luo Feng used the power of the "domain" to flee and fight, quickly killing nearly a thousand high-level 

cosmic venerables. 

A steady stream of information is coming, attracting attention from all parties. 



And as the encirclement shrinks, the Lord of the Universe has arrived... and finally reached the climax. 

... 

The original star. 

"boom!" 

A towering figure leaped out of the vortex passage. 

The eyes are as deep and vast as the starry sky, as if the universe is moving. 

He felt an extremely large and terrifying aura from a distant place, and a strange smile appeared on his 

face. 

"Luo Feng's miniature universe... It seems that the three tribes will have to die again this time." Wang Yi 

looked at the place where the breath rose, and shook his head. "Just resurrecting the loss of these 

cosmic sages is enough to make the three tribes feel distressed." 

Using two methods of the master of the universe (the ultimate secret of the master of the universe and 

the most powerful secret method of the universe), and killing so many cosmic venerables in one fell 

swoop, Luo Feng also proved his strength. 

Even if he is not the Lord of the Universe, then he has the strength of the Lord of the Universe! In the 

eyes of others, he is the Lord of the universe! 

"Master of Chaotic Source!" 

"The Lord of Human Chaotic Source has arrived!" 

The time and space fluctuations that Wang Yi descended immediately made other universe masters on 

the primordial star aware of them who were vying for the control of time and space. 

The Lord of the Universe of the Human Alliance is naturally extremely happy, but the Lord of the Three 

Races of the Universe is tight in his heart. 

The shadow of the tree of human fame, Wang Yi's reputation in the universe now is very big, and the 

degree of terrifying is much higher than that of the lord of the universe such as the lord of the chaotic 

city and the lord of the galaxy. 

"The farce ends here." Wang Yi's indifferent voice spread throughout Primordial Star. 

boom! ! ! 

The endless dark night descended on the Primordial Star in an instant, and the immense pressure 

caused the Venerable Universe's breathing to stagnate, shaking from the heart. 

The ultimate treasure of the pinnacle, the best domain, under the control of Wang Yiwei, the masters of 

the universe below the third order will be suppressed, the strength of the fourth-order universe will also 

be weakened, and only the fifth-order can barely resist. 

"Master of Chaotic Origin!" An angry shout came, "You human Luo Feng has committed such a big 

mistake, do you still want to shield him?" 



"You machine clan~www.mtlnovel.com~Zerg clan, monster clan united to encircle and suppress my 

mankind. You provoked the dispute first, but it turned into our fault?" Wang Yi said indifferently, "If you 

want to kill, you must be killed. , Who is to blame? Your tribes are coming so fiercely, should we humans 

be besieged and killed by you alive? Or think that I humans are weak and can be deceived?" 

"what!" 

"Come if you have the ability, I will put the words here today, I see who dares to continue to do it." 

The Lord of the Three Races of the universe has an ugly face. 

The three tribes lost so many cosmic sages this time...This is different from the last time the **** lord 

was killed, which was shared by all parties in the universe, and this time it was a large number of cosmic 

sages gathered by the three clans. All the dead are their people! 

How long will it take to reverse time and space to resurrect? That price is also outrageous! 

But the Lord of Chaotic Source has already come here, let out the words, they also know...this 

encirclement and suppression has completely failed. 

The three tribes are not only bloody! Still faceless! 

Chapter 662: Join Luo Feng at the highest level of mankind 

"The demon ancestor's order, as soon as the Lord of Chaotic Source arrives, he will withdraw 

immediately!" 

"Father God has an order, retreat!" 

"withdraw!" 

On Primordial Star, the encirclement and suppression of the three tribes ended without a problem, and 

it was over. 

The strongest person in the three races of the universe has obtained information from the imaginary 

demon that the Lord of the Chaotic Source has the top combat power of Tier 6, facing such a powerful 

Lord of the Chaotic Source, the Lord of the Tier 4 Universe may be easily killed. 

A Tier 6 top combat power can be used as the strongest person in the original universe! And don’t worry 

about being punished after killing the Lord of the Universe! 

Enviable! 

"Abominable human being! Abominable Lord of Chaotic Origin! Abominable Luo Feng!" 

"Why, why do human beings always give birth to such terrible existence? Is it that human beings are 

blessed by the primitive universe?" 

This time the three pinnacle races were faceless and turned into a laughing stock in the universe, very 

unwilling, angry, and helpless. 

And all the forces in the universe who have been paying attention to the original Star Wars situation are 

also in an uproar, and are shocked by this situation. 
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"It's incredible! First there is the Lord of Chaotic Source, and then this Luo Feng! Human beings are too 

heavenly!" 

"The Three Clans have suffered heavy losses this time, will they swallow this breath?" 

"I heard that the Lord of Chaotic Source shouted back more than a dozen of the Lords of the universe 

from the three tribes and let them run away in despair. Isn't it true? If I do this, I will die." 

The news went crazy in the universe. 

The lord of the new universe of mankind, Luo Feng's name also spread in the universe, and was known 

by countless ethnic groups. 

Emperor Yan, who was on another part of Primordial Star, was even more jealous and mad when he 

heard this news. 

"I reached the strength of the Lord of the Universe in just one hundred thousand years! How could it be! 

How could it be so fast!?" The anger in Yandi's eyes seemed to melt the void, his fists creaked, and the 

space was directly pinched out of cracks, "Definitely It was Teacher Zuoshanke, it must have been 

arranged by Master Zuoshanke! Luo Feng himself was not able to do all this! Partiality, Master 

Zuoshanke was too partial to the Third Junior Brother!" 

Yandi looked savage, and his eyes were burning with twisted and crazy flames. 

"I'm not convinced!" 

Emperor Yan hit a nearby mountain with a punch, and the fist wind directly blasted the mountain into 

an explosion, scattering in all directions. 

"I'm not convinced!" Emperor Yan roared! 

... 

Virtual universe. 

Temple of the Great Axe. 

All the strong at the highest level of mankind gather together. 

Luo Feng was also sitting in the seat of the Virtual Universe Company, curiously looking at the masters of 

the universe around him, and at the same time couldn't help looking at Wang Yi who was sitting in front 

of him.n0𝒱𝑬𝐿𝑢𝑆𝑏.𝗰0𝓂 

Wang Yi...sit at the forefront of the seat of the Virtual Universe Company. 

On the front seat of the long stone table in front of the Great Axe Temple, there are two stone chair 

seats, sitting on the Chaos City Lord and the Great Axe. 

Luo Feng also knew that Chaos City Lord had broken through to the strongest in the universe. I was also 

shocked at the time. 

In addition to the original ancestors, mankind now has 3 strongest people in the universe? 



It is a pity that the original ancestors have been suppressed forever, and human beings currently only 

have the two strongest people in the universe. 

As a member of the upper-level cosmos lord of mankind, Luo Feng also learned about the real situation 

of mankind, including the sealed original ancestors, including the two strongest in the universe, the 

Great Axe and the Chaos City Lord, and the current number of cosmos lords of the human race... …And 

the information that Tongtian Tower is owned by the human race, or his good friend Wang Yi. 

Luo Feng was stunned by the shock. 

"Human beings now have the Great Axe and the Chaos City Lord, two of the strongest in the universe." 

While talking to the Lords of the Universe that he had just met, Luo Feng looked around. Each of the 

Lords of the Universe was very kind and polite to him, but Mr. Luo Feng I think these enthusiasm is 

related to his good friend Wang Yi, who is known as the third strongest man in the human race. 

Luo Feng also discovered that in the human race, the highest status... is undoubtedly the founder of the 

giant axe, the chaos city lord who has just broken through, and the original ancestor who was 

permanently suppressed by the origin of the universe! In addition to these three, the Lord of the Chaotic 

Source, who was identified as the strongest Lord of the Primitive Universe, followed closely behind and 

was respected by all the Lords of the Universe. 

"Now the master of the universe of the human race, plus me, is 21." 

The five pinnacle forces of mankind, and there are many strong people in the virtual universe company. 

There are Chaos City Lord, one of the strongest in the universe, and 8 universe Lords, including Luo 

Feng. 

"However, I can only be considered the bottom of the human universe at the moment." 

Luo Feng was also not angry. He was only the Venerable Universe now, and being able to stand shoulder 

to shoulder with the Lords of the Universe was already quite remarkable. 

Just looking at Wang Yi who was sitting behind the Great Axe, Chaos City Lord, he decided in his heart to 

become stronger as soon as possible. Can't leave this little partner too far. 

At least, he has now been able to sit with his former partner who could only be seen from behind. 

"We gathered here today to welcome Luo Feng as one of us as a collective." Juaxe said, with a smile on 

his face. "Speaking of which, both Luo Feng and Chaotic Source are capable of clones, and one of them is 

a clone of Youhai, and its survivability is even among the top ten in the universe...This is also my human 

fortune." 

Other masters of the universe are looking at each other. 

The secluded clone of the Lord of Nine Yous? This Luo Feng is incredible, with unlimited potential. 

There is the example of Wang Yi before. Even if Luo Feng is not as good as Wang Yi, it is only natural that 

he will become the Lord of Chaos City in the future. Who dares to underestimate him? 

After another routine gift, the giant axe asked Luo Feng for the name of the Lord of the Universe. Of 

course Luo Feng chose "Lord of the Galaxy" as his title. 



Since then, the human race has added a universe lord, the galaxy lord. 

However, Luo Feng had a hard time choosing a place to stay. 

Wang Yi has chosen to station in the Milky Way on Earth. Luo Feng originally wanted to choose his 

hometown to station forever. This is his wish... But Wang Yi is already stationed there. If he passes by, 

he will be stationed by the two masters of the universe. 

Are the two masters of the universe stationed in a galaxy? This is also very rare in the universe. 

Wang Yi sat there smiling. 

It is impossible for him to move away anyway. If Luo Feng really wants to choose to be on the earth, he 

will at most move Luo Feng a position. 

The entire galaxy, and even the entire Heilongshan star field, has the surname Wang instead of Luo. 

In order to sell well to Wang Yi, the Lord Qianwu had already packaged the entire Heilongshan Star 

Territory to him as a gift for taking office. 

But this is not important~www.mtlnovel.com~ Luo Feng put it aside for now. 

This meeting was mainly to welcome Luo Feng, and then talked about some primordial stars, the 

universe and the sea, and then the meeting was disbanded. 

Wang Yi and Luo Feng were walking on the top of the virtual universe Thunder Island, and the venerable 

universe passing by saw them all respectfully bowing and casting their awe. 

Wang Yi pointed to the floating mountain outside Thunder Island, and smiled at Luo Feng: “Look, that’s 

Yuxiang Mountain. We entered the Virtual Universe Company through the genius war and came to 

Yuxiang Mountain for the first time. Have today?" 

Luo Feng remembered the ignorance of being a newcomer genius when they first came in, and he was 

deeply moved. 

"Yeah, who would have thought that for more than 100,000 years, you and I will become the masters of 

the universe. At that time, when others told me that I would become the master of Chaos City, I thought 

he was crazy." 

"The universe is full of miracles and life is full of infinite possibilities. This is a wonderful world." Wang Yi 

said with a smile overlooking the scenery of Thunder Island. "Such a wonderful world, if you don't climb 

or explore and appreciate it, wouldn't it be a pity?" 

Chapter 663: Great leader 

Regarding the issue of garrisoning in the earth's hometown, Wang Yi and Luo Feng had a little 

discussion, and they decided to... 

This is a matter between them, and the ethnic group does not interfere. 

In fact, with Luo Feng taking over, Wang Yi can also get away and do other things, so happy. 

Standing in the Milky Way, Luo Feng, the galactic lord, deserves his name. 
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On that day, there was a majestic temple in the outer space of the solar system. 

The two masters of the universe reside in the galaxy together! 

Among them is also the Lord of the Chaotic Source, who is known as the Primordial Universe, who is also 

the strongest Master of the Universe. It is estimated that few other forces in the universe dare to come 

over and cause trouble. 

Earth. 

Two figures suddenly appeared on the prosperous city street with people coming and going, but none of 

the people around noticed them. 

This is a beautiful city surrounded by forests, dotted with unique residential buildings. Nature and 

technology form a perfect harmony. 

There are also some pretty naive appearances, cute monsters being held or pulled by the owner and 

walked leisurely on the road. 

There was laughter and laughter from the children. 

Some men and women wearing exercise clothes or some casual clothes are walking on the street. At a 

glance, there are no vehicles or other means of transportation in the city. Under the ground, trains 

move at a speed of 30,000 kilometers per hour. People can easily reach any city on the earth. 

Seeing this harmonious and beautiful scene, Luo Feng's eyes could not help but soften. 

Isn't this what he has been striving for? 

There are also some humans with different appearances from the traditional earth people walking on 

the street, or the hybrids of earth and aliens. They are the children of big families of the five major 

forces such as the Virtual Universe Company, the Giant Axe Fighting Ground, and the Universe 

Mercenary Alliance. However, there are Strict bans and the Lord of the universe sitting on the earth, for 

a long time, no one has dared to make trouble here. 

The children of some large families also tried to marry the people of the earth and gave birth to some 

mixed-race children. Among them, the children of the Wang family and the Luo family are the most 

popular among them. 

Therefore, those who can appear here as a mixed-race person have an unusual background. 

Of course, it is still the most noble as the Wang family and Luo family. 

A man in a red robe with long hair and shawl as dazzling as the sun and a cold youth with short black 

hair in a white robe walked in the city together, watching the scenes that took place in the city. 

"The five major forces are still trustworthy, and they haven't sent immortal spirits into the solar system." 

Wang Yi glanced at the sky and said with a faint smile. 

"If you are here, they don't dare." After learning a lot of things at the highest level of adult humans, Luo 

Feng also understood how many amazing actions this friend beside him had done, and sighed in his 

heart. 



He looked around and sighed: "It's been a long time since I returned to the earth, only to realize that 

there are so many planetary stars." 

"It's only more than 100,000 years, and the planetary stars won't become like this generally." Wang Yi 

explained as he walked. "The right to reside on the earth has not been fired by the children of the five 

major powers who want to enter here." 

On the earth, in fact, ninety-nine percent of the area must be earthly people to live in. If it is of other 

races, no matter how powerful or wealth it is, it is forbidden to live. 

Some of the inhabitants of the earth wanted to live a more luxurious life, so they sold their residency 

rights and left to go to other planets. Maybe you can become the planet lord and so on. 

Because the right to live on the earth’s land can only be traded between the earthlings and the 

earthlings, the price is not as exaggerated as the speculation of alien immigrants, but it is also extremely 

high. 

So now on the earth, planetary stars are very common. Even the constant stars and even the universe 

can often be seen, and there are also several immortals living on the earth. 

Luo Feng listened to Wang Yi's explanation and nodded silently. In any case, the sovereignty of the earth 

is in their hands, and it is enough for the people on the earth to develop. 

They only need to sit in the back and provide support, and the people below will naturally do the rest. 

Walking along the way, the footsteps of the two stopped at one place. 

"This is the original Yangzhou City?" Luo Feng widened his eyes, looking at the magnificent castle in front 

of him with its strict guards. 

Wang Yi touched his nose. 

"Ah, you know, for more than a hundred thousand years, there are more and more children of my royal 

family. They have already spread across the surrounding galaxies. The royal family’s ancestral home is 

here, and a large number of people live here. There are too many people to live in. , Naturally continue 

to expand." 

"In the end, the entire Yangzhou City will be the residence of your royal family?" Luo Feng wanted to 

complain. 

But this kind of thing is very common in the universe, and it is also common that the entire planet is the 

residence of a strong family. Luo Feng wouldn't make a fuss about this, but his hometown was also here, 

and when he looked back, he turned into someone's place, always feeling a little uncomfortable. 

"Haha, your Luo family is right next to my Wang family, not necessarily smaller than ours." Wang Yi 

teased. 

In fact, they have been very restrained. Both families restrain the clansmen, but occupy the size of two 

cities. The other clansmen are scattered in the surrounding galaxies and multiply, so that they will not 

overcrowd the space of other ordinary people on the earth. 



The Wang Family and Luo Family are indeed the largest super families on the earth, and they are even 

powerful in the Qianwu universe, and no one dares to provoke them. 

And this is mainly because of Wang Yi and Luo Feng. 

A super existence in the universe can support a race and open up a vast universe, let alone a mere 

family. 

"That's the Hong family over there, right? It's not too young. I heard that Hong has been cultivating in 

Chaos City recently?" 

"That's the residence of Thor? It's very deserted. Thor had a daughter at the beginning. He hasn't 

married a wife for so many years, and there is no successor. Thor has been adventuring in a certain 

secret realm, and it's really hard." 

Wang Yi and Luo Feng relaxed and wandered around. 

The immortals on the earth have their own mansions, but they are not too big. After all, the earth is too 

small and cannot be transformed like some ancient planets in the universe. 

But there are still many small worlds all over the earth, so the population is far more than imagined, but 

they can't live on the earth often. 

It sounds funny, but being able to have the right to live on the earth is originally a status symbol. When 

placed in some areas of other middle and elementary civilized countries, they are all superior figures. 

As if slow and fast, the two of them walked through city by city, enjoying the scenery of the earth When 

passing a certain street, Wang Yi and Luo Feng looked in a certain direction at the same time. 

"boom!" 

There was a beating sound from a remote alley, and a figure fell heavily on the wall, then fell to the 

ground, being held down by two strong bodyguards. 

The physical strength here refers to the constant star rating. 

At the beginning, all the stars on the earth were high-ranking councillors, but now they are just 

bodyguards. 

Even on the earth today, it is not ordinary people who can have a constant star to act as a bodyguard. 

A gorgeously dressed young man walked up with a beautiful girl, looked down proudly at the struggling 

young man on the ground, and said contemptuously: "Shi Zhongtian, you want to compete with me for a 

woman, you really can't help it." 

"I want you to know who is in charge of Spark City." 

"Tsk." Wang Yi and Luo Feng looked at each other. 

Chapter 664: 1 Eyes ten thousand years, Shi Zhongtian's chance 
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"Will! What do you want?" The young man who was pressed to the ground also gave up the futile 

struggle, his eyes fired at the young men and women in front of him, especially when he saw the 

beautiful young girl nestling next to the noble boy, his heart felt like one. pain. 

"I have no grievances with you, why are you doing this?" 

This Will is a noble child of a famous family in Earth's Starfire City, far from being caused by ordinary 

people like him with no identity background. He admits that he has never provoke this Will. Why did the 

other party deal with him like this? 

"When my friend wanted to buy your right of residence, you didn't say that." Will squatted down with a 

grin and patted the boy's face. His face suddenly became cold and said: "I said you have one dead in the 

family, you have no rights. Powerless ordinary people, honestly sell their residence rights, wouldn’t it be 

good to take the money to be a rich man outside? Why should I be so stubborn? I have to do it myself?" 

"You!" Shi Zhongtian widened his eyes in disbelief, looking at Will with a wicked smile in front of him, 

"Those people are all you..." 

"Yes, it's all my people." Will admits indifferently, pulling the beautiful girl with mixed blood around him, 

groping on her, and smiling evilly: "It's your first love, who is also mine. , In order to contact you 

deliberately sent over." 

Looking at the familiar girl with guilt in her eyes but no resistance, the body of the young Shi Zhongtian 

trembled violently. 

"Asshole!" He stood up fiercely. 

"boom!" 

Will punched him in the face and smashed his half of his head into the ground with a grim expression, 

"You are a bastard, what right do you have to talk to me? If you didn't have the right of residence, I 

wouldn't bother to look at you!" 

"Master." The middle-aged man who had been following quietly frowned slightly and said coldly. 

"I know, there will be no death." Will took out his hand slowly, and randomly wiped the blood in his 

hand on the white skirt of the girl beside him. He looked at the unbearable expression on her face, and 

suddenly slapped her face with a slap. superior. "Why? You a **** who was **** by me, still get along 

with this bastard? Do you really think how noble you are?" 

There were blood marks on the girl's white face, and the corners of her mouth were bleeding, but she 

lowered her head and did not dare to say a word. Her body trembled slightly. She knew that the 

powerful child in front of her was a demon. 

Will stood up, let out a sigh of relief, looked at the twitching young man on the ground, and said with a 

weird smile: "To be honest, I hate you very much. You are an ordinary person who is not a planet star. 

You are eligible to be I hate it, you should feel honored." 

"Our time is still very long, we can play slowly, look forward to the days in the future, in this city, you 

can't escape, hahaha..." 



Will took the people away, leaving only the young man lying in the remote alley where life or death was 

unknown. 

Silently, two figures appeared in the alley. 

Luo Feng looked at the dizzy teenager on the ground, and said to the young man next to him: "Do you 

want to take care of this?" 

To be honest, although Luo Feng couldn't see it, he wouldn't intervene in such things at will. 

Although the earth is prosperous, it is not a real paradise. Under the big system, most ordinary people 

live well, but it does not mean that no evil will happen. 

This is the corner of a city? What about other cities? What about the whole earth? What about the 

territory of mankind? 

There are too many, too much. 

Wang Yi glanced at Luo Feng and smiled: "Although you are powerful, Luo Feng is not the Lord of the 

universe. You can't see some things in the past." 

"Oh?" Luo Feng's heart moved slightly. 

Wang Yi looked at the boy on the ground, and said lightly: "There are too many miserable things in this 

world, and too many ugly things. As long as the human heart has desires, there will never be a way to 

put an end to such things." 

There are wars and massacres happening all the time within the human territory, and countless people 

are reduced to slaves, and it is extremely miserable. In his opinion, what happened to the young boy is 

nothing more than pediatrics. 

After experiencing more cruelty, you will naturally become stronger. 

Regard or don't care, just in one thought. 

Luo Feng also looked at the embarrassed young man on the ground, and also remembered his past. At 

the beginning, he and Xu Xin were not all smooth sailing. They encountered obstacles from some 

people. Among them, Wang Xingping, the son of the Wang family of the nine core families of the HR 

Alliance, was there at that time. He wanted to use power to destroy the relationship between him and 

Xu Xin, so he remembered what he said at that time. 

"Luo Feng, you should know that people in this world are not the same." 

"Although it says that everyone is equal." 

"But people are not equal after all." 

"Some people can only abide by the law and abide by various regulations, and that's it, disaster will 

come to the sky." 

"Some people can find a lot of beautiful women, they can violate the laws, they can beat people, and 

they can even kill people. It's all right." 



"There are others... who can destroy a family in one sentence. In one sentence, a young man can have a 

bright future. Even a warrior must listen to his orders." Wang Xingping looked at Luo Feng, "You should 

know. What kind of person am I. And what kind of person are you!" 

With these words, that kind of loftiness in the bones made no secret of it! 

Luo Feng didn't say anything at that time, but later slapped his face with his strength. 

Wang Yi didn't know Luo Feng's emotions. He looked down at the young man under his eyes calmly. 

Judging from the appearance... this young man seemed to have some traces of mixed blood, but it didn't 

matter. 

"Nian is because your temperament is pretty good, and this meeting is also considered fate." Wang Yi 

looked at the boy on the ground, "What's the problem with giving you a chance? But whether you can 

stand up, you still have to rely on yourself in the end." 

Wang Yi thought. 

As the lord of the universe, how powerful is he? 

He has also successfully cultivated the soul peculiar knowledge of the super existence Mo Ji, who has 

successfully stood on the peak of the ancient times, and has cultivated to the sixth level! 

This is already the secret method of the strongest in the universe! 

Wang Yi just glanced at it. 

"Okay, let's go." 

Luo Feng, who was next to him, noticed something, but he and Wang Yi were too far apart at the law 

level, but faintly noticed that the youth's soul aura on the ground seemed to be different. 

He chuckled softly: "This little guy is also considered to have a deep blessing." 

To be able to be given the opportunity by a mighty power comparable to the strongest in the universe, I 

don't know how many strong in the universe desire it but cannot get it. 

"It's just a small chance." Wang Yi shook his head and left with Luo Feng. "It doesn't really help him 

improve his current strength, but it may not be possible in the future." 

The two great beings left together ~www.mtlnovel.com~ In just a few seconds, the teenager who was 

lying motionless on the ground suddenly woke up. 

The young man's eyes were sharp, full of murderous taste, and his aura was completely different. He 

scanned the surroundings very vigilantly, but he was suddenly stunned when he saw this ordinary 

laneway, and he felt unbelievable. 

"I, I, I... this, how did I go back to ten thousand years ago? I am already the world master, how could... 

this is an illusion? No, no, it is impossible to be such a real illusion, cocoa..." 

"In the end what happened?" 



The young boy Shi Zhongtian clenched his fists, the sense of power that destroyed the world was gone, 

he became extremely weak, and a pain came from his head. He touched his head and saw the blood 

stained, his eyes became cold. Come down. 

"Will!!!" 

And Wang Yi, who had gone away, was also muttering in his heart, "Although it is my soul illusion that I 

constructed to spend ten thousand years in an instant, but ten thousand years have actually been able 

to become the master of the world, this little guy's talent seems to be extraordinary, and I am really 

curious about his future. Achievement." 

Chapter 665: Blood Cloud Palace Master 

In fact, what appeared on the earth was only a human divine body of Luo Feng, and his other divine 

bodies were still dealing with the three pinnacle races who wanted to kill him and find face on the 

Primordial Star. 

When Wang Yi was with his three wives tenderly. 

The original star. 

Luo Feng's golden horn behemoth clone has become a "Blood Cloud Palace Master", dangling on a 

primordial star. 

"As the Master of the Blood Cloud, I will move more freely." 

Luo Feng enjoys this kind of freedom, letting himself feel free. 

"happy!" 

"Hahaha……" 

And he was quickly discovered by the lord of the universe. 

"Hallmaster of Blood Cloud?" 

The Lord of the universe was taken aback, recognized this infamous and powerful existence, did not 

dare to neglect, and immediately sent the news back to the Alliance. 

The senior leaders of the alliance were irritated because they could not find Luo Feng. They all believed 

that the human Luo Feng had already escaped from the Primordial Star, and might even have escaped 

back to the human domain. He was holding a sigh of breath and heard the blood of millions of eras 

disappeared. The Lord Yundian appeared, like a drop of water falling into a boiling oil pan, and the nest 

suddenly exploded. 

"Hallmaster of Blood Cloud?" 

"That guy actually came out?" 

The league executives were taken aback. 

Subsequently, the news spread quickly across the universe. 
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The Zerg Alliance, the Mechanical Alliance, the Human Alliance, the Star Giant Beast Alliance, the Prison 

Alliance, the Crystal Alliance, the Northern Frontier Alliance, and the Patriarchal Clan... know one by 

one! 

In addition to the knowledge of the nine superpowers, some slightly inferior powers such as the Thorns 

Ring Alliance and the Nine Regions Alliance are also known. 

The result of the "Hall of Blood Clouds Master" had come out. Except for the Human Alliance, which had 

nothing to do with them, the other forces were alarmed. 

In the desert of a primordial star, a towering figure covered with dense scaly armor is walking, that huge 

one-horn... completely Yan the appearance of the Protoss tribe. 

"Hallmaster of Blood Cloud?" 

"Ah." 

"My third junior brother, I really don't want to be lonely." Yandi sneered. 

As a "Zitshan Ke" sitting down as a disciple, he certainly knew what was going on with the "Blood Cloud 

Palace Master". 

In the past, when sitting in the mountain to cultivate Emperor Yan, he also found an identity-the 

prisoner of the North Prison! After Emperor Yan's strength was sufficient, he was allowed to inherit the 

position of Northern Prisoner Prisoner. 

The Northern Prisoner is an evil universe super existence whose reputation is no less than that of the 

Blood Cloud Palace Master. 

He is longer than the Hall Master of Blood Cloud. 

It was an evil and powerful existence in the early days of the universe, but it gradually disappeared. 

Emperor Yan's eyes were unwilling. At the beginning, he inherited the status of "Northern Prisoner". 

After endless years, he still couldn't satisfy the mountain visitors. He felt that he was not qualified to 

continue to be the ‘North Prisoner’, so Zaishanke took back all of the North Prison’s owner and let the 

identity of the North Prisoner disappear forever. 

What a proud person in Emperor Yan's bones, but he couldn't satisfy Zuo Shan Ke, it can be seen that 

Zuo Shan Ke is strict with his disciples. 

"Third Junior Brother, I don't know if you can achieve the teacher's hope, huh, the strongest in the 

universe, I must become the strongest in the universe, only in this way can I surpass Teacher Zuoshanke. 

I will never give up like this. "Di Yan's eyes were full of madness. 

"Luo Feng, he is destined to be stepped on by me!" 

... 

The Human Alliance also paid attention to the emergence of the Primordial Star "Blood Cloud Palace 

Master", but unlike other forces, the human race is a rare and non-toxic power in the "Blood Cloud 

Palace Master", so the Human Alliance did not wade into the muddy waters either. Intend. 



In Hongmeng Hall, Wang Yi drank among a group of universe masters, and smiled secretly when he 

watched those universe masters who put on the attitude of "it's nothing to do with oneself". 

"If they knew that Luo Feng was the Hall Master of Blood Cloud, they would be shocked." 

Wang Yi didn't mean to blend in, just let the forces of the universe go around. 

Wang Yi's consciousness shifted to the universe, and his human beings originally respected the new 

return to the cosmic ark, preparing to enter the depths of the cosmic ark. 

The Void Zerg Clan clones and Yanxing Giant Beast clones continue to explore Liuzhong Mountain and 

Qingfeng Realm, and try their best to explore more map areas. 

"Go to the Yanbing Region. For the next thousand years, just explore around the Yanbing Region and 

wait for the tomb boat to come out." 

call! 

Wang Yi flickered on a fragment of a cosmic boat. 

"Boom..." The monstrous attraction was released from the cosmic boat, frantically swallowing the 

surrounding chaotic air currents, and huge wind vortices raged around. 

The fragment of the space boat is very close to the huge wind vortex. Even if the escaping wind blows 

over, the fragment of the space boat, which is originally flying at several times the speed of light, is filled 

with endless whistling winds. The wind is like countless blades, enough to break. The wind of the broken 

neutron star smashed Wang Yi madly, on Wang Yi's hair, eyelids, pupils... To Wang Yi, it was like a breeze 

blowing on his face. 

"Go ahead!" Wang Yi took a look, then flew straight down to a huge deep damaged entrance 

surrounded by a large number of vines. This entrance is a huge crack, about 280,000 light years long, 

and the largest width is about 92 lights. In 2009, huge vines climbed around, and there were countless 

ice crystals on the edge of the cracks. 

Whoosh! 

Wang Yi turned into a streamer and has penetrated deep into the dark and cold crack... 

... 

The original star. 

Two towering figures are at war. 

"boom!" 

One of the figures retreated again and again after being blasted, and a ring-shaped shock wave erupted 

when stepping on the void, spreading like ripples, making a thunderous thundering sound. 

"Sure enough, I am the Hallmaster of the Blood Cloud, I am not your opponent!" 

Luo Feng, who became the Hallmaster of the Blood Cloud, coldly saw several figures appearing in the 

distance, snorted coldly, turned and left. 



"Hallmaster of Blood Cloud!" 

"Hall Master Blood Cloud, don't run away if you have the courage." 

Luo Feng finally glanced at the Northern Frontier Alliance Universe Master who had entangled him. It 

was a pity that he was able to suppress this opponent. If he hadn't had the Supreme Treasure Armor, he 

might consider killing him. 

Forget it now, the other masters of the universe are here. 

Luo Feng flew towards the front vortex passage, followed by several screaming universe masters. 

"Damn~www.mtlnovel.com~ The Hallmaster of Blood Cloud ran away again!" 

Seeing the target flying into the whirlpool channel, the later masters of the universe began to complain. 

"Lord Io, why don't you stop him?" 

"Hmph, I have tried my best, the Blood Cloud Hall Master is very strong, I am not his opponent, at most I 

can only interfere and entangle him. He really wants to go, I can't stop it, it's not that your speed is too 

slow." The master of the universe who fought Luo Feng snorted. 

They are not the masters of the universe of the same force. Although they cooperate, there is no 

friendship, and no one will let anyone else. At this time, there is quite a disagreement and the posture of 

quarreling. 

"Well, the main thing is to chase down the Blood Cloud Palace first." The sensible universe lord 

persuaded. 

When these masters of the universe set out again to enter the whirlpool channel to hunt down the 

Hallmaster of Blood Cloud, Luo Feng had already ran away. 

Just as the Lord of the Blood Cloud made a fuss about Primordial Star, Wang Yi on earth felt a sudden 

movement in the depths of his soul. 

Chapter 666: Fallen Thor 

"It was Thor's cry for help?" Wang Yi was surprised. 

Like the Chaos City Lord, when he became the Venerable Universe, he refined some tokens with the 

spiritual imprint left by Wang Yi on them. As long as he carried the tokens, he would feel it no matter 

where in the original universe. 

Once encountering an unstoppable danger to inspire the token, he will quickly rush to rescue. 

This token was not given much, including Wang Yi's family, Thor and Hong, and even Luo Feng. 

"Something happened to Thor?" Wang Yi got up. 

Frowning slightly. 

"Thunder God has been wandering in the secret realm during this period, what will happen?" 

Earth, outer space. 
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Wang Yi appeared in the void, turned his head and spoke to the human deity of Luo Feng who was 

cultivating in the secret room of the Luo family on Earth, and said, "Luo Feng, something seems to have 

happened to the Thunder God, let me see." 

"Thunder God has an accident?" Luo Feng was also a little surprised, but then nodded. "I see, you go as 

soon as possible." 

Luo Feng didn't worry either. Thor was just immortal, so Wang Yi was enough to go there alone. 

Wang Yi, wearing a black armor, took a step forward and disappeared into the starry sky out of thin air. 

... 

There is a secret realm in a starry sky extremely far away from human territory. 

In the starry sky of the secret realm, a streamer was escaping quickly among the debris of the planet. 

The bald young man in the white armor howled in his heart, "How did you kill a king, so that you can get 

such an old guy?" 

In the starry sky behind the bald youth, a huge figure that was larger than an ordinary planet emerged. 

The countless objects entwined in the sea of pale skin, like mummies, only exposed a pair of scarlet 

eyes, exuding a decadent and dead breath. 

"Dare to kill my apprentice and die!" The cold, hoarse voice pierced people's hearts. 

Suddenly, a palm covering the sky and the sun was photographed from the starry sky, and the entire 

space became solidified and sticky like glue under this palm. 

"Space Law Realm!" Thor secretly cried out inwardly. 

Venerable Time masters the complete law of time domain, Venerable Space masters the complete law 

of space domain. 

This belongs to the realm of upper law, which is meant to crush the realm of the law of immortal gods. 

Thor is the law of thunder and lightning to achieve immortality, and then began to comprehend the law 

of time, the first to comprehend the magical power is time still... But this time still is not a secret of 

heaven-defying talent, can only deal with enemies of the same level, against too many powerful 

respects It is useless at all. 

"I have already issued a plea to Wang Yi for help. I hope he will come here soon, otherwise I will be dead 

today. I don't want to experience the feeling of death and resurrection." Thunder God gritted his teeth 

and used his precious treasure. 

Since Thor and Hong worshipped together under the founder of the giant axe, he has become a named 

disciple. He has cultivated for more than 100,000 years and has become an immortal king. 

However, his strength is not too strong, he can only be regarded as the immortality of the pinnacle. 

And Hong is stronger than him, the limit of the king.n0𝐕𝓔𝔩𝑈𝓈𝗯.𝐂0𝔪 

However, if you add a heavy treasure, you can fight the invincible battle against the king. 



You can also save your life when you encounter ordinary cosmic masters. 

However, the terrifying alien powerhouse in front of him is obviously above the average level of 

Venerable Universe. Based on Thor's years of experience with those Universe Venerables and brothers, 

it can be judged that this is at least a Universe Overlord, or even a top Universe Overlord. . 

"Why was I so unlucky, killing a king at random, I met such an old monster who protects shortcomings 

and wanted to avenge his apprentice." Thunder God felt uncomfortable. 

"Peng!" 

The big hand that covered the sky and sun was slapped down, and countless secret patterns appeared 

on the palm, as if the entire time and space were shattered under this palm, and the treasure that 

Thor's burning power was desperately used to fly like a toy, Thor saw it. His face changed suddenly. 

"What? Can't even stop it?" 

"You can carry this treasure on your body. You should have a little background in the human race, but 

killing my apprentice will make my apprentice pay a huge price in the future to reverse the resurrection 

of time and space. You can use your life and this treasure to pay for it." White alien indifferent way. 

"what!!" 

To put it short, the giant hand entrained the mighty power after shooting the Thunder God’s heavy 

treasure. The heavy armor on Thor’s body couldn’t even resist and weaken it. His eyes widened, and the 

**** body was instantly blasted by that powerful force. Shattered and fell directly. 

Only a few heavy treasures and world rings were left in place. 

The difference in strength is more than a thousand times, and he can completely annihilate the 

opponent with one palm without losing the slightest! 

If Fengwang Pinnacle kills some immortal Fenghous, it can be easily killed without expending divine 

power at all. 

An alien powerhouse like this overlord of the universe killed Thor, even if he had a treasure, he couldn't 

hold on for a turn at all. You can kill with one move! 

"Well, there are such a few precious treasures, it can be considered to make up for the loss of my 

apprentice." The foreign race powerhouse's expression was slightly stunned. 

"I will apply to the alliance when I come back to include my disciple in the next batch of resurrection 

lists." 

Reversing time and space and resurrecting can only be done by the strong above the Lord of the 

universe, and this alien strong can only wait. 

Originally, he rushed to ask for help after receiving the apprentice's surprise, but found that he was a 

step too late and the apprentice had been killed by this human king. This alien powerhouse was 

naturally furious, and it was normal to kill Thor to avenge his apprentice. 

"Go, go back." 



The alien powerhouse satisfactorily took away Thor's treasure, turned and left. 

After the alien powerhouse left for a while, a towering and faint flame-shrouded figure appeared out of 

thin air, as if it had become the core of the entire starry sky, and that extremely powerful and 

domineering coercion enveloped the entire starry sky. 

"Thunder God has fallen?" He whispered. His gaze swept around calmly, and then settled somewhere. 

"It was here that fell, the one who shot... It should be a cosmic overlord who killed Thor in an instant. It's 

no wonder that Thor can't support me." Wang Yi shook his head. 

Is the overlord of the universe immortal to the king? 

The level of strength is too different, and no amount of treasures are useful. 

Thor's death is not unjust, but a bit unlucky. 

"Let's resurrect Thor first." Wang Yi began to reverse the time and space to resurrect. 

Thor is also fortune-telling. Even if he falls, his acquaintance will be resurrected. Like that strong alien 

who wants to resurrect his apprentice, he has to ask for help and pay a price. 

Wang Yi calmly looked around. 

Hum. 

It is as if an invisible string is being stirred in the universe, and within a certain range of time and space, 

time begins to retreat rapidly! 

It’s like playing a movie backwards, and it’s playing backwards at an extremely fast 

speed~www.mtlnovel.com~ The figure of Thor appears in the starry sky, behind which there is a huge 

white figure chasing, but the movements of both sides are flying. Fly back with your back turned. 

The giant hand that covered the sky and sun was originally pressed down, but now it is retracted. 

But because Thor had just fallen, it was still too early to pass reality, so there was no need to go back too 

much. 

"stop!" 

Thor stopped in place. 

"Reverse! Resurrection!" 

When everything returned to normal, Thunder God returned to the original time and space, but his 

precious treasure was gone, and Wang Yi didn't take it back. He will find someone to go later. 

"what!" 

As soon as Thor woke up, he saw the black-haired man standing in front of him. 

"Go, I'll take you back to the place." Wang Yi said. 

Chapter 667: Find home 
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Thor's treasures were all taken away by the alien powerhouse, including the Law Star Orb. 

The law star orb is a treasure born of the Tongtian Tower. It is very special. The number is fixed at only 

13,600. Only if it is damaged, a new one will be born again. As the owner of the Tongtian Tower, you can 

also sense its existence. 

In addition, if the will consciousness is strong enough, the law star orbs can also be integrated into the 

soul to continuously improve the law perception talent. 

Like Thor, he has 6 in his body and Hong has 9 in his body. This is already the highest level of immortality 

on the earth, and neither Wang Yi nor Luo Feng need this. It is mainly used to cultivate world masters 

and immortality. 

Like a world master, unless he is a peerless genius and has a high enough talent, he will not be granted 

at all. 

After all, the fusion of a law star orb has Burlan's law talent. It is already an average of tens of thousands 

of epochs to give birth to a peerless genius, and every pinnacle power of the entire human race values it. 

Most people don't get it at all. 

Wang Yi felt right now that the star orb of the law was far away, far away from the human border. 

And through the retrospective time before, he also recognized the identity of the strong alien. 

"Are you going with me or are you waiting here?" Wang Yi looked at Thor. 

"Of course we are together." Thor replied. He was also very angry with the alien venerable who had 

killed him once, and he wished to see him unlucky right away. 

"That's good." A wave of time and space power wrapped around Thor, and the two of them disappeared 

from the starry sky together. 

... 

Northern Xinjiang Alliance. 

10081 crystal planets, as huge as stars, are constantly orbiting each other in a strange arrangement in 

the void, and their trajectories are extremely mysterious. 

In the crystal planet, there are golden yellow, silver white, dark gray, azure blue... and other light 

connections that evoke the original law of the universe, making the void of the 10081 planets become a 

time and space on its own. Even the Lord of the universe could not break in silently. 

Like the "Wuchen Time and Space" in the original secret realm, this place is a time and space of its own, 

with a vast interior, palaces, islands, and continents scattered here, and there are many powerful 

existences. 

The space ripples in the void, and a white figure appeared out of thin air. 

He flew to one of the palaces suspended in the void. 



This is where the palace of Venerable Qu Tomb is located, and it is also the core place of the "Northern 

Xinjiang Alliance". Similar to the "primitive secret realm" and other important places of the human race, 

here is guarded by the Lord of the universe. 

The Northern Frontier Alliance is the alliance with the largest number of ethnic groups in the universe, 

and it is also one of the top powers. It is completely comparable to the major alliances of the peak 

ethnic groups such as humans, monsters, and zergs. 

The general leader of the Northern Xinjiang Alliance was originally the strongest person in the lonely 

universe, and he was also drawn over by them. In addition, hundreds of cosmic lords, as well as more 

top cosmic hegemons, cosmic hegemons, countless sages... There is indeed an extremely powerful force 

in the universe. If it weren’t for the lack of cohesion and unity inside, perhaps the ancestors’ religion 

would be compared to them. 

"Venerable Qu Tomb." 

"Venerable Qu Tomb, how about it, is your apprentice okay?" 

Not far away, several cosmic overlords were gathering to speak, and when they saw Venerable Qu Tomb 

coming back, they all gathered around. 

Venerable Qu Tomb's strength is extremely strong, only slightly worse than the top cosmic overlords, 

and they are all considered powerful among the cosmic overlords. These are all his acquaintances. He is 

also very respected. 

"Hey..." Venerable Qu Tomb shook his head helplessly, "I am a step too late. The apprentice has been 

killed by the human king, but I have killed the human to avenge my apprentice." 

"what a pity." 

"Fortunately, the murderer was killed." 

Those cosmic overlords connect. 

"Okay, I'll go back first. I still have to apply to the alliance to let them resurrect my apprentice." 

Venerable Qu Tomb had no intention of communicating with these universe overlords. He said casually 

and quickly flew away. 

The overlords of the universe saw him leave, secretly speaking. 

"This Tomb Venerable is still so overbearing to protect shortcomings." 

"It's just that a disciple of the king, when he received a request for help, he rushed over all the way to 

avenge his disciple." 

"The overlord of the universe killed the little guy Fengwang, for he has the face to say." 

These cosmic overlords are also not used to watching Qu Tomb Venerable, but on the surface it will not 

show that Venerable Qu Tomb is still very powerful. 

"teacher." 



"teacher." 

Venerable Qu Tomb returned to his palace, and the disciples immediately gathered around respectfully 

to salute. 

One of the disciples of Venerable Universe, who was more qualified, asked, "Teacher, hasn’t Junior 

Brother Miu Ya saved it?" 

Venerable Qu Tomb waved his hand, "Don't tell me, your Junior Brother Miu Ya is out of luck and is 

dead. I will apply for resurrection with the Alliance later, and you will withdraw first." 

"Ah, this..." The disciples looked at each other, seeing that the teacher didn't seem to be in a good 

mood, and didn't dare to stay any longer, they all left. 

Venerable Qumu walked into his palace, but he was uneasy. 

Sitting cross-legged by the fountain pond, looking down at the water. 

"It always feels like something bad will happen." Venerable Qu Tomb frowned. 

"Does that little human king have a big background? Or the human super existence will come to me 

trouble?" Venerable Qu Tomb considered, regretting in his heart. 

He had a bad temper, and when he saw his apprentice being killed, he was so angry that he immediately 

killed the murderer, but forgot to ask him about his origin. 

The overlord of the dignified universe actually dealt with a little fellow of the king himself. But Venerable 

Qu Mu just didn't care, anyway, his apprentice died, he wanted the other party to pay for his life. 

"The five pinnacle forces of mankind, is it a virtual universe company, a giant axe battlefield, or other 

forces?" 

"Chaos City Lord, Peng Gong's Lord, or Xu Jin's Lord?" 

"Forget it, what do you think so much, even if the other party is really a disciple of the Lord of the 

Universe, I am in the hinterland of the Northern Xinjiang Alliance, even if the other party knows 

~www.mtlnovel.com~, they can't help me." 

Venerable Qu Tomb thought of this, and his heart settled down. 

It's not that he doesn't have a backer, but the Northern Xinjiang Alliance is his big backer. 

There is really no way, at most, I will give the other party a soft and apologize in the future, most of it 

will be fine. 

At the same time, two figures in the void appeared out of nowhere, and a young man with a faint flame 

lingering on the black armor looked through time and space, as if he could see into the hidden secret 

realm at a glance. 

This secret realm of the Northern Frontier Alliance is similar to the original secret realm. It is also a 

powerful place created by the Northern Frontier Alliance to unite the forces of the internal ethnic 

groups. 



Curled inside a star, a bizarre beast covered with scales like fiery rubies, dipped in red lava, squinted 

comfortably like a hot spring, and snored. Suddenly, it opened its eyes and violently He raised his head 

and looked outside the secret, his gaze coincided with the gaze of the man in the void. 

The strange beast couldn't help but excite its spirit. 

"Master of Chaotic Source!?" 

Chapter 668: Real domineering 

"brush!" 

There was no intention to say hello at all, the next moment, standing in the void outside the secret, 

Wang Yi directly had a war knife in his hand, and the cold light on the blade flowed like water. 

Finally gathered into a river of swords. 

"cut!" 

The knife is as light as a horse. 

There is a magnificent galaxy in the void, which is very spectacular. 

The tens of thousands of crystal planets that were in motion seemed to sense the external crisis, and 

they started to run frantically, and the endless colored lights gathered together to face the huge sword 

light that was slashing straight down. 

"Boom boom boom..." The colored light that could block the Lord of the Universe for a moment could 

only persist for a short moment, and it was split apart. 

In the endless splendor, the sharp sword light flew directly into the secret realm, and the vigor of the 

blade's overflow caused some palace buildings in front to be torn apart, and some of the creatures 

inside were also affected by the pond fish and disappeared in ashes. 

At this moment, a huge four-hoofed white-haired creature appeared in the void, blocking the light of the 

knife, and a looming low roar came from the mouth of the four-hoofed white-haired creature, and the 

starry sky in front of it also appeared undulating and surging like waves. Of ripples. 

I saw that huge dazzling knife light was quickly melted away, and finally disappeared. 

"Master of Chaotic Origin." The four-hoofed white-haired creature calmly looked directly at the man in 

the black armor and flames lingering in the sky, "Why did you come? This is the heavy land of my 

Northern Xinjiang Alliance. You broke into my Northern Xinjiang Alliance today. , I'm still fighting, are 

you going to start a war with my Northern Xinjiang Alliance?" 

Many powerful people in the Northern Xinjiang Alliance who appeared in the distance but dared not 

approach looked at the men in the sky in horror. 

"The Lord of Qilan." Wang Yi's eyes flashed, and then he said: "I'm here today for a person." 
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"You..." The four-hoofed white-haired creature didn't speak yet, and there were more strange scale-

armored monsters like a fire dragon around him. The huge body exuded endless pressure and made a 

thunderous rumbling sound. 

"Master of Chaotic Origin, even if you want to find someone, you don't need to directly attack the secret 

realm of our Northern Xinjiang Alliance, right? You are a provocation to our Northern Xinjiang Alliance!" 

"Lord of the Scarlet Star." Wang Yi glanced at the angry scaly behemoth, and said with a chuckle: "I don't 

want to talk nonsense with you, hand over the people, and I will leave. Otherwise, today I will make a 

big fuss with your Northern Xinjiang Alliance. How about it." 

Anger appeared in the eyes of the Lord of Scarlet Stars, but before it happened, the four-hoofed white-

haired creature next to him coughed slightly, "Master of Chaotic Source, I don't know who you want to 

find?" 

"Your Venerable Qu Tomb of the Northern Frontier Alliance." Wang Yi looked at one of the places 

through a long distance, where an alien Venerable was flying out of the palace. 

"I don't know how this Tomb Sovereign has offended the Lord of Chaotic Source and asked him to come 

personally." The four-hooved white-haired creature secretly said in his heart. 

"Qu Tomb, come here." The Scarlet Star Lord shouted directly. 

A huge sound rolls across the horizon. 

Venerable Qu Tomb, who was at the top of his palace in the distance, was discussing with other Cosmos 

Venerables of the Northern Xinjiang Alliance about what kind of enemy dared to come to the heavy 

ground of the Northern Xinjiang Alliance to make trouble. 

"I..." The other cosmic masters looked over with sympathy, making him panic. 

But the Lord of the Universe had orders, he didn't dare not follow it, so he could only fly over it 

obediently. 

"I have seen the Lord of the Scarlet Star, the Lord of Qilan." Venerable Qu Tomb saluted respectfully. "I 

have seen the Lord of Chaotic Source." 

"Master of Chaotic Source, Qu Tomb is already here, what can you say." said the four-hoofed white-

haired creature. It is not inclined to go to war with the Lord of Chaotic Source, and it would be best if it 

can be resolved peacefully. 

It is impossible for them to hand over Venerable Qumu. This is about the face of the entire Northern 

Xinjiang Alliance. If the strongest in the universe comes to the door to threaten it, it’s not ashamed to 

bow your head, but a cosmic master can do whatever he wants in the Northern Xinjiang Alliance. If this 

spreads out, the Northern Alliance will have no face. Empty. 

Venerable Qu Tomb lowered his head, not daring to look directly at the towering figure exuding terrible 

pressure on the opposite side. 

"You are Qu Tomb?" 



The sound seemed to come from the horizon. 

"Yes, the great Master of Chaotic Source." Venerable Qu Tomb bowed his head toward the black-haired 

man, very respectful, but he was a little worried. 

Wang Yi glanced at Venerable Qu Tomb, waved his hand, and a figure appeared beside him. "You look 

up and see who he is." 

Venerable Qu Tomb raised his head and saw Thor, who was smiling and blinking at him, full of malice, 

and a chill suddenly emerged from the depths of his soul. 

"It's you." He couldn't help saying. 

"Qu Tomb, what's going on?" The Lord of the Scarlet Star next to him said. 

Venerable Qu Tomb opened his mouth, but he didn't know what to say. 

Said that he was a cosmic overlord in order to avenge his disciple, to deal with a king. 

Speaking out is not only embarrassing, but also bad. 

"I didn't expect that behind him was the Lord of Chaotic Source." Venerable Qu Mu was already a little 

regretful in his heart. 

If he had known that this bald head had something to do with the Lord of Chaotic Source, he wouldn't 

dare to do it directly. 

But now it's too late to regret. 

"It's very simple." Wang Yi said lightly. "He killed my friend and I will bring him to revenge." 

Lord of Red Star and Lord of Qilan, seeing the expression of Venerable Qu Tomb, knew that Lord of 

Chaotic Source was true. 

But even so, they couldn't just sit idly by, and couldn't hand over Venerable Qu Tomb, otherwise the 

Northern Frontier Alliance would not be able to explain to the people below. 

The two masters of the universe looked at each other. 

"Lord of Chaotic Source, Venerable Qu Tomb did something wrong with this matter." 

"But he was also unintentional. Your friend has also been resurrected. We are willing to double to make 

up for your friend's loss. Please raise your hand and let Venerable Qu Tomb go." 

"How about a high-level treasure?" 

The two masters of the universe spoke one after another. 

In their opinion, this is not a major event, and the two immortal kings who died are also immortal. 

Isn't it all right if the big things are turned into small things and the small things are turned into nothing? 

Apologize, apologize, and the matter is over. 



A high-ranking treasure pays an immortal king, even if the king has a relationship with the Lord of 

Chaotic Source, in their opinion, it is absolutely very sincere. 

Every year in the extraterritorial battlefield, a king is not dead. 

If it is not necessary, they really don't want to play with Chaotic Source's initiative. 

But that is, the Lord of Chaotic Source, if the other person is replaced and dared to directly attack the 

heavy land of the Northern Xinjiang Alliance, he will definitely not be good. 

Wang Yi shook his head. 

"I came here today, not for the opinion of your Northern Xinjiang Alliance." Wang Yi slowly raised his 

sword and said indifferently. 

"Boom!" Tao weather broke out! 

A dazzling knife light flooded over the sky. 

The knife light directly slashed towards Venerable Qu Tomb. 

"Damn it!" 

"Stop! Lord of Chaotic Source!" 

The two masters of the universe were shocked and angry~www.mtlnovel.com~ They didn't expect that 

they had said so much and had such a low attitude that the Lord of Chaotic Origin would actually have to 

do something. 

This is the center of the Northern Xinjiang Alliance. The Master of the Universe of the Northern Frontier 

Alliance will come over soon. 

The two masters of the universe tried their best to resist, they couldn't let Venerable Qu Tomb die in 

front of them. 

This is a big blow to the reputation of the Northern Xinjiang Alliance. 

But they underestimated the power of Wang Yi's knife. 

"Peng!" The two masters of the universe were directly blasted away, and the mighty light of the sword 

directly drowned him in the horrified eyes of Venerable Qu Tomb. 

There were even cracks in his high-ranking treasure armor. 

"Puff." Venerable Qu Tomb's body was annihilated instantly. 

Venerable Qu Tomb, fallen! 

Chapter 669: The farce ends 

"sky!" 

In the distance, countless strong men from the Northern Xinjiang Alliance were shocked to see this 

scene. 
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The Lord of Chaotic Source actually smashed Venerable Qu Tomb to death under the protection of the 

two Lords of the Universe. 

The Lord of Qilan and the Lord of Scarlet Star were also embarrassed. 

"The Lord of Chaotic Source!" The Lord of Scarlet Star growled angrily. 

They didn't expect that the Lord of Chaotic Source would actually do it. 

"Haha." Killing Venerable Qu Tomb with a single knife, Wang Yi had a relaxed smile on his face, as if he 

didn't pay attention to the two angry masters of the universe. 

"One life pays one life is fair, isn't it? Venerable Qu Mu can't be resurrected, why both of them are so 

angry?" Wang Yi took away the treasures left by Venerable Qu Mu after his death, and said with a smile. 

The eyes of the two masters of the universe were gloomy. 

Revive the Venerable Qu Tomb? 

That can only be done by the strongest in the universe, can this be the same? 

The Lord of Chaotic Source was too overbearing, and his actions completely ignored the Northern 

Xinjiang Alliance. 

"I'm leaving first. If you want to avenge Venerable Qu Mu, I'm always welcome." 

Wang Yi glanced at the Master of the Universe of the Northern Frontier Alliance that appeared in the 

distance, and said with a smile. 

"Swipe!" Wang Yi turned into a streamer and left quickly, neither the Lord of Qilan nor the Lord of 

Scarlet Star stopped him. 

Until the Lord of Chaotic Origin completely disappeared, the Lord of Qilan said in a voice transmission, 

"How many divine bodies did you lose just now?" 

"I am 9%." 

"I am 12%" 

The two masters of the universe were silent. 

The Lord of Chaotic Source is even more terrifying than in the legend. 

In the starry sky, Thor was carried by Wang Yi and moved at high speed. 

"Wang Yi, you are really amazing." Lei Shen said with emotion. 

Witnessing Wang Yi's majesty in the Northern Xinjiang Alliance, ignoring the Lord of the Universe, and 

slaying the Lord of the Universe with one blow, it is false that Thor's mind is not shaken. 

He was the first person who witnessed Wang Yi's rise, and he felt inexplicably emotional that the little 

guy on the earth has grown so fast, and in a blink of an eye he has become a existence standing on the 

peak of the universe, which is incredible. 



"Your treasures have been returned to you. Be careful next time. I won't be able to rescue you every 

time." Wang Yi said. 

Fortunately, it was just annihilated this time. If Thor is controlled by the soul, even he can't help it. 

Thor touched his bald head and smiled, not arguing. 

… 

After Wang Yi left, he broke into the secret realm of the Northern Xinjiang Alliance to forcefully kill a 

cosmic overlord "Venerable Qu Tomb". The news spread quickly in the universe, chasing and killing 

many powerful people from the original star in a short period of time. The transfer from the Hallmaster 

of the Blood Cloud caused a lot of heated discussion among the high-level powerhouses of the major 

forces in the universe. 

"The Lord of Chaotic Source is too strong, and he can come and go freely in the northern border 

alliance." 

"I heard that the Secret Realm of the Northern Frontier Alliance was the Lord of Qilan and the Lord of 

Scarlet Star. The two Lords of the Universe were very strong, but they were both slashed by the Lord of 

Chaotic Origin with one sword. They couldn't stop Chaotic Origin at all. Lord." 

"The Lord of Chaotic Source broke into the heavy ground of the Northern Xinjiang Alliance, and the 

cosmic overlord who killed the Northern Xinjiang Alliance can still leave safely. The Northern Xinjiang 

Alliance must be very angry." 

"Haha, how are they angry? The general leader of the Northern Frontier Alliance doesn't care, and the 

Lord of the Universe is not an opponent of the Lord of Chaotic Origin. I think this time, the Northern 

Frontier Alliance should only be able to swallow that breath." 

The discussion outside was very lively, watching the jokes of the Northern Xinjiang Alliance. 

The Northern Xinjiang Alliance was also very angry. Many high-level officials had already gathered to 

discuss the issue of the Lord of Chaotic Source. 

Crusade against the Lord of Chaotic Source? They really wanted to, but they found that they couldn't do 

it. 

To deal with the Lord of Chaotic Source, who is comparable to the strongest person in the original 

universe, cannot be done in the original universe. 

In the universe? Hope is also small. 

Even the Hall Master of Blood Cloud had nothing to do, let alone the Lord of Chaotic Source, who was 

known as the strongest Master of the Primitive Universe. 

And for an insignificant dead cosmic overlord (that can be resurrected), is it really appropriate to pay 

such a high price to fight a tragic war with little chance of success and face the revenge of the human 

alliance? At least the opinions within the Northern Xinjiang Alliance are not unified. 



Then, other disturbances occurred in the action of encircling the Hallmaster of Blood Cloud on the 

Primordial Star, which attracted the attention of the leaders of the Northern Frontier Alliance, and the 

matter of dealing with the Lord of Chaotic Source was put on hold indefinitely. 

… 

The primordial star storm ended soon, and the ending was surprising. 

The Hallmaster of Blood Cloud managed to escape the chase of all parties once again. 

But this time it was different, the Hall Master of Blood Cloud actually resisted the strong attack of a 

group of universe masters and left, his strength was stronger than before, and even the fifth-order 

universe master could hardly cause him any harm. 

This result shocked all forces in the universe. 

Also because it was found that there was no hope for killing the Hallmaster of the Blood Cloud, the 

various forces had given up this encirclement and suppression operation, and some of the masters of 

the universe left one after another, resulting in a lot of thunder and little rain. 

The universe is like this. Strength determines destiny! 

The Lord of Chaotic Source unscrupulously broke into the secret realm of the Northern Frontier Alliance, 

ignoring the obstruction of the Lord of the Universe and the majesty of the Northern Frontier Alliance in 

their heavy land, and brutally killed the cosmic hegemon of the Northern Frontier Alliance. 

Isn't the Northern Xinjiang Alliance angry? 

They are angry! 

But what can they do. 

Can only watch the Lord of Chaotic Source leave, but there is no way. 

The same goes for the Hallmaster of Blood Cloud. Before the Blood Cloud Palace Lord was just difficult, 

seeing some powerful cosmic masters turned around and fled, and their performance was limited, so 

other forces shouted and screamed. 

But now, when I look at it, wow, the Blood Cloud Palace Master is so strong? A group of universe 

masters can't help him? Can the lord of the fifth-order universe hurt him? 

Forget it. 

The First World War determined the status, and the Hallmaster of Blood Cloud had changed from the 

major forces in the universe to the major forces that bothered to bother and reluctant to provoke. After 

all, the Hallmaster of Blood Cloud is only an individual, and it has not been involved in the survival of the 

major forces. 

Just as the Lord of Chaotic Source was only killing a cosmic overlord of the Northern Xinjiang Alliance, 

and also used the reason of revenge for his friends, the Northern Xinjiang Alliance only lost face, but the 

matter of face is big or big, small or small. The Northern Xinjiang Alliance weighed the pros and cons, but 

in the end it had no choice but to endure it. 



Even some cosmic masters in the Northern Frontier Alliance who have always had nothing to do with 

them don't think this is a big deal. The strong have natural privileges. 

This is the reality in the universe, where strength determines everything. 

Earth, UU reading www. uukanshu.com Wang Yi came back, brought back Thor by the way, and called 

back Hong who had been enlightened in Chaos City, plus Luo Feng, the four strongest on earth gathered 

together again. 

In the former city of Yangzhou, drinking in the living room of the Wang family's ancestral home. 

"I heard that you were killed?" Thor was choked by Hong's words. 

After a long while, he said. 

"The one who killed me was the overlord of the universe." 

It's not ashaming that he was killed by the overlord of the universe as an immortal king. 

He is not the two monsters against the sky, Wang Yi and Luo Feng. 

Hong shook his head. Among the four, Thor was the most ridiculous. In fact, he had persuaded him, but 

Thor didn't listen. 

It now appears to be dead in vain. 

Maybe you think you can be resurrected if you die, so you can wave around at will in the future? 

In a certain way, Thor and Erha have certain characteristics, they both like to die. 

Chapter 670: Dragon Nest World 

There is a huge blue sun shining in the sky, the light has become dim, and it has shifted to the western 

mountains. 

Shi Zhongtian stood on the top of a mountain and looked at the endless mountains in the west. He knew 

that when the sun completely fell into the horizon, a new golden sun would rise in the past 12 hours. 

After all, this unique world was created artificially, with nine suns rotating in turn. 

Moreover, Shi Zhongtian once created a similar internal world in the "illusion", and he has no lack of 

understanding about this. 

Shi Zhongtian broke down the branches, turned around, and saw the white garden hidden behind the 

lush woods... This is the residence of most of the trainees of the elite training camp of Dragon Nest 

World, and because of the prosperity of Eastern culture, this place is here. Many architectural styles are 

Chinese classical building palaces. 

Several of the training camp instructors and the master teacher that Shi Zhongtian had met were also 

from China. 
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After experiencing that incredible day in the alley, Shi Zhongtian deliberately chose to join the earth’s 

elite training camp dedicated to recruiting geniuses... Then, after several selection tests in a few years, 

he was finally sent to this holy land of earth geniuses-Dragon Nest world. 

Joining the Dragon Nest World is not difficult for Shi Zhongtian, who has spent thousands of years in the 

"illusion". After all, he is a serious earthling no matter what. As we all know, although the Dragon Nest 

World does not necessarily recruit all People on earth, but they prefer earth people most. 

Many geniuses fail to meet the standards, as long as they are of earthly descent, they are eligible to 

enter. 

However, Shi Zhongtian was able to enter this sacred place that countless young people on earth 

dreamed of by defeating countless competitors with his excellent strength and talent. 

The current Dragon Nest World is equivalent to the previous extreme martial arts training camp on the 

earth, training the most enchanting genius among the human beings on the earth. 

It's just that the one who graduated from the Elite Training Camp of the Extreme Martial Arts Gym is the 

God of War (equivalent to the seventh rank of apprentice). 

In the Dragon Nest World, the true elites are at least the realm masters to be qualified. 

Shi Zhongtian's ambition is even greater, his goal is above the realm master. 

"Since God has given me a chance, I must become a real strong man!" 

What happened that day was Shi Zhongtian's greatest secret, and he would never tell anyone the secret. 

"It can instantly let me experience ten thousand years in a world, such as the real ten thousand years, 

and allow me to cultivate to the realm lord, the kind of powerhouse, immortality is far less than that, 

maybe only the great existence of the dry witch country lord It's possible." Shi Zhongtian was very clear 

in his heart. 

The law he felt was true. He had already cultivated to the world master, and that kind of experience was 

even more real. In these years, Shi Zhongtian has been confirmed one by one through verification. 

It can make an ordinary person who is not a planetary star instantly possess the master-level law 

perception, this kind of magical power has exceeded Shi Zhongtian's imagination. 

It is also because of the master-level law perception and will that Shi Zhongtian can stand out among the 

many training camp geniuses. He has become the best genius of the training camp for thousands of 

years, and even attracted the immortal gods of the training camp chief instructors. focus on. 

He can live alone in a luxurious manor with a radius of 10 kilometers, taught by a dedicated private 

master teacher, a large amount of resources, and countless secrets to understand. In just a few years, he 

has cultivated from an apprentice level to a constant star ninth rank! This is simply unimaginable for 

ordinary people. 

"The next step is the universe level." Shi Zhongtian clenched his fists and looked at the sunset, but his 

young face was full of confidence and vigor. 



Although Shi Zhongtian did not show all his talents in the Dragon Nest World-after all, it is amazing that 

a teenage boy possesses a law comparable to that of a realm master. His previous personal information 

can't support investigations, so in fact Shi Zhongtian Tian is concealing most of his talents, only revealing 

a part of it, but it is enough for him to sling all the same rank...After all, he "lived" ten thousand years 

longer. 

Today, as the most enchanting genius in the Dragon Nest World Constant Star Elite Training Camp, the 

planetary star has entered the threshold of the law. Shi Zhongtian, known as the first genius in the 

Dragon Nest World in 10,000 years, has attracted the attention of countless people and is very popular. 

Many people predict that he will definitely become the most enchanting master of the Dragon Nest 

world in the future, and it is even possible to become an immortal. 

And now there are only a dozen immortal people on the earth, most of them are concentrated in the 

Wang family and Luo family, Shi Zhongtian has no background, no backing, purely relying on his own 

"talent" to get to this step. Favored and wooed by many power families. 

There are faction disputes everywhere, even the people on earth are no exception. 

Except for the aloof Wang Family and Luo Family, other family forces secretly compete fiercely. 

Sometimes in order to strengthen themselves, they also try their best. 

As for the suppression, no one had thought that the Dragon Nest World was under Wang Yi's absolute 

control. With Wang Yi's authority, no one would dare to challenge his rules. 

As for the wealthy son Will of Spark City, the family of Will has long been sitting on the wax...The 

ancestor of their family is also the leader of the world. It is considered powerful when placed in a city on 

the earth, but on the whole earth, in the dragon nest world, Wang Jialuo’s family In his eyes, he is not 

even a fart. 

Fight with a peerless genius who has entered the core layer of the Dragon Nest world and is destined to 

be the top level of the earth in the future? They don't have that confidence. 

Therefore, Will was directly punished under the family investigation, and heavy punishment was used to 

offset Shi Zhongtian's possible future revenge against the Will family. This is a certainty... How could 

such a strong person let the persecution be spared? People who have lived by themselves. 

It’s fine if you don’t have strength, you must get revenge if you have strength! 

Anyway, there is no such person as Will in the world. Compared with the interests of the whole family, 

Will, a child of the family who is not particularly important, is nothing at all. The hostility and anger used 

to calm the core geniuses of the Dragon Nest world is absolutely not lost. 

They also gave generous gifts to apologize, and the gift also included the girlfriend who used to be Shi 

Zhongtian...It can be said that they did well in all aspects, but Shi Zhongtian didn't care anymore. 

In fact, since regaining a new life in the alley that day, his vision has surpassed this Will family, more 

than most people on earth, and has been placed in the entire universe. 

He vowed to become a truly peerless powerhouse, and Will's family can no longer interest him. 



As for the so-called girlfriend, Shi Zhongtian didn't care, letting her go, letting her fend for herself, this 

kind of person is not worthy of her care. 

In the manor, many beautiful maids saluted the young man with blushing faces, and the young man 

nodded with a flat face, and walked into a private pavilion dedicated to him to meditate and be alone. 

Being able to work as a genius servant in the Dragon Nest World is also breaking the head of the outside 

world~www.mtlnovel.com~ You know, in the Dragon Nest World, the most indispensable thing is the 

original energy of the universe. Universe crystals, as well as various precious gems and plants, can be 

cultivated into a planetary star within a year by an ordinary person staying here, and those who are 

often in contact with high-level figures are an unimaginable opportunity for ordinary people. 

If you can cling to a genius, you will become a phoenix in one fell swoop, and the whole family will 

benefit. In fact, many maids of Shizhongtian Manor are actually selected and sent by some families. 

In the outside world, they are all the proud ladies of heaven, but here, they are just ordinary maids, and 

no one cares about them at all. 

Shi Zhongtian walked into his private pavilion under the fiery eyes of the maids. 

Shi Zhongtian sat on the futon in the secret room, closed his eyes, and meditated on the mysterious 

formula that came into his mind when he finally woke up from that fantasy. It seems to point faintly to a 

high road, and it is regarded as a treasure, and it is read silently almost every day. 

"..." 

Only the mysterious voice of the young Shi Zhongtian murmured in the secret room. 

 


